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Testing how well people understand speech is important
for documenting typical function and for diagnosing
clinical conditions. Historically, standardized “speech
corpuses” were developed by different groups and
recorded with different speakers; hence introducing
confounds to generalizing findings across studies.
The Binaural Hearing and Speech Lab – Speech
Database (BHSL-SD) controls for speaker variability by:
• Recording the same speaker for each corpus
• Identifying each speaker’s fundamental frequency
• Identifying each speaker’s speech rate
• Identifying each speaker’s vowel space area
These materials are unique in their suitability for studying
speech perception in a wide age range and in clinical
populations. This project involves careful characterization
of the speakers and will contribute to the release of the
BHSL-SD resource nation-wide.

•

Recording
o Sound booth
o One person outside booth records and monitors
sentence accuracy and sound levels
o One person inside booth reads scripts into a
microphone
o Audacity
o RME Babyface Sound Card
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• Refers to the two-dimensional area bounded by lines
Criteria: Speakers must:
connecting the first and second formant frequency
• Have a similar accent
coordinates (F1/F2) of vowels.8
• Put equal and normal stress on words and sentences
• Used for studying speech production deficits and
• Have a clear voice
reductions in intelligibility and vowel distinctiveness.8
• Have a fundamental frequency that fell within the
• Vowels are defined by their position in space (the
typical range for their sex
highest point of the tongue).8
• Males (M): 85-155 Hz
Vowel Space Area: F2, PeRFeCT
• Females (F): 165-255 Hz
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CORPUSES

• Editing & Cutting
o Select and listen to the desired waveform
o Compare it to the script listed in the corpus

A corpus is a collection of recorded utterances used as
the basis for language analysis. The BHSL-SD uses
the following corpuses:
Words:
• PeRFeCT
o Monosyllabic rhyming words
• CRISP1 and CRISP Jr.2
o Monosyllabic and bisyllabic
Sentences (Closed sets): Limited number of sentence
options and organization (small set size).
• Oldenburg Matrix Sentences3
• Kidd Matrix Sentences
Sentences (Open sets): Many different sentence
options and organization (large set size).
• Normalization
• AuSTIN 4
o The edited recordings are normalized to the same
o Ex: The man is playing the drums.
intensity using (1) RMS-based or (2) loudness-based
5
• AzBio
(EBU R128) algorithms
o Ex: The dog ate the snow.
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o Ex: Steam hissed from the broken valve.
Continuous Discourse:
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• Praat Speech Analysis program was used to find the
speakers’ rates of speech and fundamental
frequencies. 8
• Each speaker has similar speech characteristics and
falls within the normal range for their gender.

FUTURE USE

Using this speech database with detailed and controlled
speaker characteristics in laboratory environments, we
can study a wide range of topics related to how adults
and children understand speech in everyday, complex
acoustic
environments,
e.g.,
restaurants
and
classrooms:
• The effect of increasing informational masking on
speech in noise recognition
• How does pitch difference promote spatial release
from masking?
• How does this affect individuals using assistive
hearing devices, e.g., cochlear implants and hearing
aids.?
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CONCLUSION
The BHSL-SD is a valuable tool that controls for
speaker variability in speech perception studies. The
vowel space area plots for each speaker will be used to
map the word list corpuses and compare regional
dialect differences in speakers. Ultimately, this tool is
designed to be available to the public to reduce
confounds in future speech perception studies, with
detailed and precise analytical information in
quantifying talker variability.
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